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Each year Dr. Sheldon Renshaw offers a place in his home to a young woman who has just come

of age and would otherwise face a life of poverty. With patient tutoring and, when necessary, strict

discipline, these girls are transformed from wards of the state into respectable ladies suitable for

Victorian society. Eighteen-year-old Tennie Butler harbors little hope of being chosen by Dr.

Renshaw, and sheâ€™s certain that whatever chance she had is lost after her defiant attitude earns

her a sound spanking from the handsome physician during his annual visit to the orphanage. To her

shock, however, that very evening she finds herself in a carriage heading for the esteemed

doctorâ€™s home.It doesnâ€™t take long for it to become clear that Tennie is quite different from

the girls who have come before her, and when she is stripped bare for an intimate medical

examination her helpless arousal cannot be overlooked. The wanton display leaves Dr. Renshaw

yearning to claim Tennie, and soon enough she is begging for more as he dominates her

completely. But can a doctor and an orphan truly forge a lasting bond, or will their passion burn hot

and then flare out?Publisherâ€™s Note: Chosen by the Doctor includes spankings and sexual

scenes. If such material offends you, please donâ€™t buy this book.
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The doctor takes a girl into his home each year and helps them gain skills to survive. This year he

chose Tennie who has a stronger personality and some hidden desires. The two quickly explore

pain and pleasure but the doctor's past creates a barrier to a relationship. Thanks to some help from

the housekeeper a happily ever after is not out of reach. This was an interesting book with a

historical setting.I received this book from Stormy Night Publications as an advance review copy.

Tennie is at an age to be turned out of the orphanage she grew up in. As her time at the orphanage

grows short, she is selected to spend a year with Dr. Renshaw, with the hopes of turning her into a

proper lady. Despite his best attempts to keep his distance Dr. Renshaw sees something in Tennie

he canâ€™t seem to turn away from. What starts out as an innocent mentoring opportunity, turns in

to something much deeper.This was a very short story, so not a lot of time for detailed character

development. Overall though, the premise and writing are both good. It was long enough to tell a

complete story, but short enough not to get bogged down in a lot of details. I enjoyed reading it.I

received an ARC of this book from Stormy Night Publications.

Tennie Butler has lived her life in a orphanage,it's often a difficult and hard life.Every year ,Doctor

Sheldon Renshaw would choose a orphan to live in his home for a year.He would educate them

until they were ready to live as a ladies.Tennie was very surprised when Doctor Renshaw picked

her out to come and live with him.Tennie is different to the other girls,she has hidden desires .She is

embarrassed when she responds to Doctor Renshaw during an examination.Tennie ignores the

rules not to go down to the basement.She is soundly punished ,but again responds in ways she

can't understand.Doctor Renshaw recognizes Tennies submissive side but is scared due to a

previous relationship gone bad.Teenie can't keep away from the basement even though she will be

punished each and every time.This book has elements of BDSM,spankings with hand,crop and

paddle.I would have liked to know more about both characters backgrounds.It was only a short read

and predictable.Only three stars because of above reasons.This book was given for a ARC by

publisher for a honest review.

The Doctor chose Tennie just before she was due to be turned out of the orphanage. He recognised

her need for pain/pleasure and once she moved into his home, Tennie became aware of just how

fascinated she was by him and the prospect of pain inflicted by him. She willingly submitted to him

every night and loved every moment, both pain and pleasure. The Doctor has some "baggage"

which he does not appear to be able to get past until his housekeeper has a word with him. Very



enjoyable. I received this book from Stormy Night Publications as an advance review copy.
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